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ABSTRACT
3D ICs, a novel technology, might significantly impact multicore NoCs with hundreds or thou-
sands of processing components on a single chip. Multiple 2D chips can be stacked vertically
to create multiple active processing elements at various levels. Adding active device layers to
3D ICs can enhance system performance, increase functionality, and increase packing density.
New architectural and IC technology advancements hinder energy-efficient design research.
Achieving a balance between chip power and performance is crucial. This paper describes the
“Dynamic Low Power Management Method in 3DWiNoC” (DLPM 3DWiNoC) architecture, which
enables self-organized, centrallymanaged servicemanagement using SmartMaster Agents. The
approach utilizes SMA’s ODA DDmodule for self-organized, centrally managed service manage-
ment. To improvepower regulation, data flowacross vertical interconnects (TSVs) is reconfigured
based on a dynamic evaluation of channel link use. SMA aims to reduce congestion by increas-
ing connection utilization through high-frequency, bi-directional vertical channels via TSVs. The
suggested system ismodeled inMATLABSimulink. Compared to 3D stacking, TSV stackingof ver-
tical interconnects with the SMA method ensures low parasitic (latency and power) and higher
bandwidth with higher vertical wire densities. Experimental results show that the proposed
architecture decreases area overhead by 5%-7%, network latency by 12%-15%, and NoC power
consumption by 15%-20% compared to the present multi-NoC design.
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Introduction

By cramming several cores onto a single chip, the
network-on-chip (NoC) [1] paradigm has evolved as a
new technology. The physicalmanifestation of commu-
nication channels forced bymetal wires with long inter-
connects [2] presents a performance barrier both in
terms of power and latency as the number of cores in a
single device keeps growing. Moreover, frequent packet
transmission puts a tremendous amount of strain on
the constrained floor layout in typical 2D integrated
circuits (ICs), which lowers performance in NoC archi-
tectures. The International Technological Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) states that in order to provide
an extraordinary performance boost, new interconnect
models are required. An emerging technology known
as three-dimensional integration circuits (3D ICs) [3]
allows for the vertical stacking of several 2D chip lay-
ers using layer-to-layer interconnections that comprise
multiple layers of active processing elements. Many
active device layers in 3D ICs have the potential to
improve system performance and can lead to higher
functionality and packing densities. A few benefits of
3D NoC include shorter connecting wires, a smaller

network’s diameter, enhancedmemory bandwidth, and
improved form factors that result in higher packing
densities and a smaller footprint. A significant issue
arises when creating an interconnection infrastructure
for multi-core, multi-layer systems. A “Dynamic Low
Power Management Method for 3D WiNoC Architec-
ture (DLPM 3DWiNoC)” is what this paper’s proposed
effort intends to create. The model makes it possible to
combine two new paradigms, specifically WiNoCs in
a 3D IC environment. The objective is to construct a
highly effective multi-core, multi-layerWiNoC tomax-
imize the design and fabrication of on-chip miniature
antennas operating in the gigahertz range with high-
density vertical NoC links through silicon vias (TSVs),
to dynamically enable effective low-power intra- and
inter-chip communication [4]. The model takes advan-
tage of the benefits of using cutting-edge mm-wave
wireless links [5] that operate in the 60GHz band in
multichip systems to reduce the downsides of multi-
hop communication. The DLPM 3DWiNoC model is
characterized by its capacity to create and construct a
reconfigurable 3DWiNoC. The “Smart Master Agent”,
a centrally managed wireless router, has the ability to
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dynamically change the vertical channel bandwidth in
accordance with application usage patterns. The goal
is to improve communication inside and between lay-
ers. (ii) Through Silicon Vias (TSV) buses that con-
nect adjacent stacked wafers in order to take advan-
tage of vertical linkages that run at higher frequencies
and have the capacity to dynamically change direction
[6] based on the real-time bandwidth needed for effi-
cient inter-layer communication. MATLAB Simulink
is used to model the suggested system. By gauging
performance using benchmark metrics for 3D NoC
structures, a real traffic pattern in a cycle-accurate
simulation is implemented. According to comparative
research, the suggested TSV stacking of vertical inter-
connects with SMA method ensures low parasitic (i.e.
low latency and power) with high densities of verti-
cal wires allowing high bandwidth than its existing
counterparts. The separation of the functional units
supporting heterogeneous capacity into distinct levels
is a common result of the 3D stacking [7] of numer-
ous chips. Also, the suggested approach considerably
reduces the inter-layer wire length, making 3D stack-
ing appealing for future high-performance computer
systems. Different levels are connected using vertical
TSVs. However, the high-density vertical TSVs coupled
with the SMA method make the entire system entirely
compatible with precise post-layout timing, area, and
power analyses to effectively connect layers running at
various clock frequencies, making 3D WiNoCs a very
promising method. The remaining portions of the text
are arranged as follows: The related work is presented
in Section II, followed by a detailed explanation of
the DLPM 3DWiNoC system structure in Section III,
the simulation results and analysis in Section IV, and
the conclusion of the study and a discussion of future
directions in Section V.

Related works

All across the world, 3D NoC research is actively being
conducted. Wafer-level stacking, die-on-wafer stack-
ing, transistor stacking, and chip stacking are some
of the well-known 3D NoC research topics [8]. With
the reduction in feature size, 3D integrated circuits
have established themselves as an appealing solution for
overcoming the limitations of interconnect scaling and
providing a chance to maintain CMOS technology’s
performance advancements. In this part, various recent
research projects are discussed. These projects mostly
use 2D and 3D NoC architecture, supported by on-
chip wireless communication. In recent NoC research
literature, many 3D-NoC structures have been pro-
posed. Each of these architectural designs has advan-
tages and disadvantages of its own. A few 2D and
3D-NoC designs are briefly illustrated in the section
that follows. A well-known traditional 2D mesh-based
NOC design is discussed by the author in [9]. Short

interswitch cables and a regular structure are two char-
acteristics of this architecture. It is made out of anMXN
mesh network of switches that connect IP blocks. How-
ever, the variety of network structures is now restricted
due to the growing number of cores per chip in 2D
mesh. It is susceptible to communication bottlenecks
and energy inefficiency because of the additional hops
due to wire-length restrictions and layout issues. By
comparing each network’s zero-load latency and power
use, the work in [10] contrasts 2D MESH architectures
with their 3D counterparts. Although its evaluation
in 3D NoCs is favourable, it does not measure other
important performancemetrics utilizing real-time traf-
fic patterns. The study in [11] highlights the difficulties
inmanufacturing 3D ICs and different fabrication tech-
niques for optimizing functionality, power, density, and
noise reduction in 3D ICs. By lowering the network
width and communication distance during transmis-
sion, the 3D mesh architecture greatly outperforms the
2D mesh architecture in terms of communication per-
formance while consuming less power. In [12], the
author explains a well-known stacked 3DMesh archi-
tecture in which the cores are organized into many
layers and piled on top of one another. Negligible inter-
wafer distance in 3D chips and a longer crossbar in each
switch due to an increase in the number of ports per
switch are disadvantages of such a design. Negligible
inter-wafer distance in 3D chips and a longer cross-
bar in each switch due to an increase in the number
of ports per switch are disadvantages of such a design.
Each switch in a ciliated 3D mesh architecture [13] has
a maximum of 5+ k ports, including one for each car-
dinal direction, two for up and down, and one for each
of the k IP blocks. This architecture offers less overall
bandwidth than a symmetric 3D mesh but is typically
more energy efficient due to the many IP cores per
switch and decreased connection. Several other studies
also take into accountmapping tree-based interconnec-
tion networks [14] established in 2DNoC onto a multi-
layer 3D SoC to streamline wire routing and shorten
the longest inter-switch cable length to improve func-
tionality and boost system performance. Nonetheless,
this may result in less energy loss and smaller over-
heads for the area.Despite all of the benefits of 3D-NoC,
this design paradigmhas quite a few drawbacks, includ-
ing difficulty with electrical modelling, power manage-
ment, thermal management, and fabrication problems
such as coupling between TSVs [15,16]. Despite the sig-
nificant benefits of 3D integration, significant obstacles,
including thermal mitigation and efficient interconnect
power management problems, still exist. This work,
DLPM 3DWiNoC, presents an alternative solution that
combines the advantages of two new areas, such as
3D wireless NoC integrated with TSVs, to address the
issues of excessive latency and energy dissipation in
a NoC. In the section below, the proposed work is
illustrated in detail.
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Figure 1. The DLPM 3DWiNoC systemmodel.

Dynamic low powermanagement technique
for decision directed inter-layer
communication in three dimensional wireless
network on chip system framework

The DLPM 3DWiNoC system under consideration
offers design in a vertical dimension, giving design-
ers a great deal of flexibility in selecting an on-chip
network topology. As seen in Figure 1, this archi-
tecture comprises 8× 8x8 multi-layer, multi-core IP
blocks connecting wired and wireless routers. The sys-
tem integrates eight layers, linking them with TSVs
that span the chip’s entire vertical dimension. The sug-
gested model divides each layer into four clusters, each
of which has 16 cores. Every cluster in the system has a
wireless router (known as an “intelligent head agent”)
that connects four wired routers through a wireless
link and four wired routers with four cores each. The
Smart Master Agent, a wireless router that connects all
4 IHAs (wireless routers) in each cluster through awire-
less link, is located at the centre of the layer. Overall,
the suggested approach integrates functional elements,
including cores and wired and wireless routers, onto a
single chip using 3D stacking, as shown in Figure 1.
High-performance and high-bandwidth intra – and
inter-layer communication are more appealing to 3D
stacking thanks to the potential of heterogeneous
integration.

Vertical through-silicon vias (TSVs) are used to con-
nect the layers, greatly reducing the length of the inter-
layer wire. The TSVs are positioned in the chip’s centre
to make routing easier.

These groupings or buses of vertical wires are called
buses. Nine 64-bit vertical TSV links between layers
are the maximum number to address chip area and
manufacturing cost constraints. The suggested method
employs a dynamic power management methodol-
ogy that improves power characteristics to primarily

modify the frequency of vertical channels in accordance
with traffic load. Via vertical TSVs, the bi-synchronous
FIFOs take advantage of high-speed inter-layer com-
munication. Table 1 lists the nomenclature used in the
proposed model.

Packet Structure: The packets are divided into
smaller pieces known as flits. Figure 2 shows the DLPM
3DWiNoC model’s packet structure.

Each packet ismade up of three parts: the header, the
route, and the content. The packet format, as shown in
Figure 2, comprises nine fields, including Source (Sc),
Destination (Dc), Operation (Op), Type, Role, Priority,
and Size.

Table 1. Nomenclature of DLPM 3DWiNoC model.

Notation Description

PEiid Processing element identity
PEiload Processing element load
PEP_value Processing element priority value
WRid Wired router identity
WRLstatus Wired router load status
WRRAflit Wired router ready to accept flit
WRBflit Wired router busy flit
TWRLstatus Threshold wired router load
SMAflit Smart Master Agent header flit
SMAid Smart Master Agent identity
SMATS Smart Master Agent time stamp
SMAnode_status Smart Master Agent node status
SMALink_util Smart Master Agent link utilization
IHAflit Intelligent Head Agent header flit
IHAid Intelligent Head Agent identity
IHATS Intelligent Head Agent time stamp
IHAi

node_status Intelligent Head Agent node status

Figure 2. Packet Structure of DLPM 3DWiNoC.
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Data Classification and Scheduling Mechanism: The
process assigns the data flow a priority level, either low
or high. The priority field in the header flit is set to
either 0 or 1 to indicate normal or emergency flow,
respectively. Crucial messages are regarded as high-
priority emergency data flows that call for high relia-
bility, ample bandwidth, and quick data delivery. While
the typical flow necessitates the data’s timely delivery
to its destination, the suggested approach uses stringent
scheduling discipline along with a probabilistic priority
(SPP) queuing procedure that allows service differen-
tiation based on the volume of traffic that the queue
is able to handle. In order to determine which packet
should be forwarded across the output link during a
network cycle, the SPP algorithm examines the queues
by looking at the bandwidth ratio that has been allotted
to each queue. When there are packets ready for trans-
mission, the queues share the available bandwidth. In
order to process high and low-priority traffic classes,
the wired router divides data flow into separate HP and
LP queues. The weights and the proportion of packets
waiting in each queue determine howmany packets are
added to and removed from each queue proportionally
based on the priority. Let h and l stand for the pro-
portion of HP and LP packets that are currently in the
queues for each, which is determined as follows:

h = QLHP/(QLLP + QLHP) (1)

l = QLLP/(QLLP + QLHP) (2)

where QLHP and QLLP stand for the dynamically-
changing number of packets occupied in theHP and LP
queues, respectively. The amount of packets from each
queue that will be de-queued is determined by their
access ratio and is computed as follows:

wHPh : wLPl (3)

where “w” stands for a constant that denotes weight.
The user-defined weights (wHP and wLP) given to the
HP and LP queues are such that wmax > wHP > wLP >

0. The maximum weight is represented by wmax. As a
result, it is guaranteed that HP packets will always take
precedence over LP packets for any random data flow.

Specification of dynamic low power
management technique for 3DWiNoC
architecture in multi-layer multi-coreWiNoC
system

The specification and functioning of the various phases
of the proposed model are thoroughly explained in this
section. The 8× 8× 8WiNoC topology system that has
been developed divides the system into clusters tomax-
imize data transfer across cores. Each layer is split into
four clusters by it. Each cluster has 16 cores, 4 wired
routers, and one wireless router that is accessible from
all wired routers because it is positioned in the centre

of the cluster. In contrast to alternative topologies, the
proposed technique only uses wired interconnects to
connect IP cores towired routers. Thewireless link con-
necting all wired routers to the wireless router installed
in the cluster’s core. The main focus of this study is
on the TSVs and the Smart Master Agent’s basic func-
tionality (centralized service management). While the
operation of devices like wired routers and Intelligent
Head Agent is outside the purview of this work.

Phase of DLPM_3DWiNoCmodel

The following phasesmake up themain functionality of
the 3DWiNoC model’s Dynamic Low Power Manage-
ment Technique:

• Phase I: Reliable SMA Selection among Stacked Lay-
ers and the Function of SMA

• Phase II: Reconfigurable Vertical Inter-connects
Using TSVs for Optimum Power Regulation

• Phase III: Self-organized Centralized Service Man-
agement Using SMA’s ODA-DDModule

Phase I: reliable SMA selection among stacked
layers and the function of SMA

Each layer’s central location has a wireless router
installed that serves as a master node, also known
as the Smart Master Agent (SMA). In order to use
intra-layer communication using horizontal wireless
links, the SMA is equipped with a mm Wave wire-
less transceiver and an on-chip zigzag Ansoft HFSS
antenna. It also has an Optimised Data Communica-
tion for DecisionDirected Inter-Layer Communication
(ODA DD) module that enables it to provide self-
organized centralized service to other layers. Figure 3
shows that the SMA node uses vertical TSVs and the
ODA DD module to provide service to other stacked
layers. Wireless networks link up all IHAs in each layer.

The Smart Master Agent’s (SMA) job description
is to:

• Self-organize the network using ODA DD module
capabilities for stacked layer power management

• Makes good use of the link and reduces conges-
tion by using bi-directional, bi-synchronous vertical
channels that run at high frequency through TSVs.

• Changes the direction of the channel across SMAs in
the surrounding layers based on real-time link usage
data.

The reliable SMA selection among stacked layers
involves the followingmechanism
In order to register their current load and status infor-
mation in their respective routing tables, the mem-
ber core or Processing Element (PE), WRs, IHAs, and
SMAs continuously broadcast the header flit (PEflit,
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Figure 3. Functional units of DLPM_3DWiNoC Model.

Table 2. Wired routing table.

WRid WRLstatus WRLTS PEiid PEiload PEiTS PEiP_value
NWRi

id NWRListatus NWRLiTS PEiid PEiload PEiTS PEiP_value

WRflit, IHAflit, and SMAflit) to their neighbours in the
network (Wired Routing Table, Header Routing Table,
Master Routing Table). The following steps are involved
in the probe or header flit transmission procedure
between network nodes:

Step1: The Wired Router (WR) receives, extracts,
and adds an entry to its routing database called the
Wired Routing Table after receiving a probe signal
from the member PEs on a regular basis (WRT). Each
cluster’s Wired Router continuously broadcasts the
“WRflit” header flit to its neighbour WRs, which are
connected bywiredmedium, aswell as to the IHA (con-
nected through wireless link). The following details are
included in the “WRflit”:

WRflit = [WRid,WRLstatus,

((PEiid, PE
i
load, PETS, PEP_value), . . .)]

As seen in Table 2, the neighbouring WR’s add the
entry to its WRT after receiving the WRflit. Hence, the
PE information of each WR’s neighbouring WRs is
contained in the WRT of each WR.

These fields are available for entry in WRT: (PEiid,
PEiload, PETS, PEP_value . . . ) WRTfields. The WR keeps
track of a buffer load value (WRLstatus) that represents
the load status at any given time. Also, the NWRi

id
shows the ID of the neighbouring wired router, the
NWRListatus shows the load status of the neighbouring
wired router, and the NWRLiTS shows the time stamp of
the neighbouring wired router. The NWRi

TS list shows
the neighbouring wired router’s core ids, load, time
stamp, and priority for data transmission.

Step 2: All of the WR in the same cluster send their
“WRflit” to the IHA. It enters the member’s data in its
header routing table after receiving. The IHA transmits
the Smart Master Agent and its IHA neighbours, the

Table 3. Header routing table.

NIHAid NIHATS MWRi
id MPEiid IHAi

node_status

“IHAflit” header flit (SMA). The following details can
be found in the “IHAflit” flit: IHAflit is defined as

[IHAid, IHATS,MWRi
id,MPEiid, and IHA

i
node_Status]

where IHAid denotes the IHAid, IHATS denotes the
IHA time stamp, and IHAi

node_Status denotes each of
their IHA node statuses. After receiving the IHAflit
from the neighbour, that IHA extracts the sender’s
information and adds the entry to its header routing
table (HRT). Each IHAhas aHRT table, which is shown
in Table 3, and comprises a list of neighbouring IHAs,
information on each IHA’s member wired router, and
node status information. These fields are available for
entry in HRT:

HRTfields = [IHAi
node_status, NIHAid,NIHATS,

MWRi
id,MPEid]

where NIHAid stands for “neighbour IHAID”, and
NIHATS for “neighbour IHA time stamp”, “neighbour
IHA member WRID”, “neighbour IHA member PEID”,
and “neighbour IHA node status information”.

Similar to this, all IHAs communicate with one
another via the “IHAflit” transmission to transmit infor-
mation about their members and node status, which is
then added to and kept in each HRT.

Step 3: Each IHA transmits its IHAflit to a central
Smart Master Agent (SMA), which registers it in the
Master Routing Table (MRT). To register the list of
IHAswith theirmember wired routers’ load status data,
the SMAs in each layer communicate SMAflit to SMAs
in other layers. The following details are found in the
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“SMAflit” flit:

SMAflit = [SMAid,SMATS,SMAnode_status,

SMALink_util,]

[(MIHAi
id,MIHAi

node_status,

MWRi
id,MPEiid, ) . . .],

where SMAid is the SMAid, SMAnode_status and
SMALink_util are the node status and link usage of SMA,
along with its member data. Similar to this, the SMA
in each layer transmits information about itself and its
members via “SMAflit”, which is then added to and kept
in each corresponding MRT as shown in Table 4.

The SMA in each layer can now choose the best
SMA and IHA to reach the destination core during data
transmission by using the information in MRT. Each
node has the capacity to choose the neighbour nodes
that are the most trustworthy using the information
in the routing table. This guarantees that each node
will only submit service queries to reliable neighbours
(RNs), who may then pass them along to their RNs.

The proposed model says that there are three situa-
tions in which a packet must be sent from a source core
to a destination core:

Case 1: Source core and destination core exists in same
subnet.

Depending on the traffic load patterns, data is sent
from the source to the destination using either wired
or wireless links. In this case, the source core is in one
subnet and the destination core is in the same subnet on
the same layer.

Case 2: Source core and destination core exists in dif-
ferent subnet but in same layer.

IHA is used for wireless intra-layer communication
between a source and a destination when the source
core is in one subnet and the destination core is in a
different subnet within the same layer.

Case 3: Source core and destination core exists in dif-
ferent subnet in different layer.

IHA is used for wireless intra-layer communication,
and SMA is used for inter-layer communication when
data transmission between source and destination (i.e.
in this scenario, the source core resides in one sub-
net while the destination core exists in another subnet
in a different layer) is required. The path information
is stored in the path flit “pflit”. The Destination Core
DC starts the resource reservation operation along the
reverse path after receiving the “pflit”. The source core
Sc is now admitting data traffic along the chosen route
to the destination.

Phase II: re-configurable vertical inter-connects
using TSVs for optimized power control

Each layer in the suggested model has a single SMA
node. To use inter-layer communication, it embeds
vertical TSVs connecting adjacent stacked layers, as
seen in Figure 4. Each layer’s SMA is designed to per-
form inter-layer communication using vertical TSVs
and intra-layer communication using horizontal wire-
less connections. It is equipped with bi-directional, bi-
synchronous vertical channels (BBVC), which include
bi-synchronous FIFO for up and down ports, to operate
at various speeds.

The TSV bus, also known as a vertical wire bus,
joins adjacent stacked layers. Figure 5 illustrates the
schematically TSV bus linking adjacent stacked layers.

With the help of the transparent vertical wires, the
device can add more bandwidth in the vertical direc-
tion as needed. Because vertical links can be added or
swapped out as needed, the chip has a higher degree of
connectivity heterogeneity.

At the right switch boundaries, a TSV with a diam-
eter of at least 4 μm is put into the chip. The area
overhead of eachTSV in the suggestedmodel is approx-
imately 64m2. Each input and output port for a bidirec-
tional vertical switch contains two (5+DWidth) TSVs,
where “2” denotes the number of input and output
ports, “5” denotes the number of control signals, and
DWidth is the width of the inter-switch data link (in
bits). The TSV feature aids in decision-directed inter-
layer communication by dynamically shifting the data
flow direction using a bi-directional channel. The com-
petition among routers for access to output buffers
causes congestion in a typical traditional multi-layer
NoC architecture, which frequently results in packet
losses. Moreover, due to fixed channel direction dur-
ing the majority of cycles, the “link utilization” of
vertical inter-connects either remains low or is idle
in some directions. Hence, the suggested model uses
bi-directional, bi-synchronous vertical channels that
operate at high frequency to effectively utilize the net-
work and reduce congestion. The bi-directional chan-
nel dynamically shifts the channel direction between
routers in adjacent layers based on the real-time band-
width availability (i.e. SMALink′s parametric SMAdata).
The ODA_DD module, which is described in more
detail in the next section, is used to accomplish the
feature of assessing link use. Overall, by effectively uti-
lizing the links between the stacked layers, the TSVs
connecting them aid in power control optimization.

The following criteria are used to evaluate the Net-
work Resource Manager for power control optimiza-
tion: Think of a NoC with several cores. Suppose that

Table 4. Master routing table.

SMAid SMATS SMAnode_status SMALink_util MIHAi
id MIHAi

node_status MWRi
id MPEiid
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Figure 4. Vertical TSV connecting adjacent stacked layers for inter-layer communication.

Figure 5. TSV bus connecting adjacent stacked layers for decision directed inter-layer communication.

the set Ω = 1, 2, S contains all of the NoC’s cores. Let
some of them create and transmit traffic to a few other
system cores. Also, allow only one core to serve as the
destination for the traffic flow, which should be gen-
erated by each of the M cores. The transmission rates
of each individual core are represented by a rate vec-
tor with the form r = [r1, r2 . . . rM]T . Additionally, we
suppose that the network contains a set T = 1, 2, . . . of
links. The route loss gain from the transmitter of link I
to the receiver of link j is represented by the elementGij
in a path loss matrixG of size L×L that is dependent on
the physical properties of the link. All of the individual
transmission powers of the links are contained in the
vector p = [p1, p2 . . . pL]T . A vector c = [c1, c2 . . . cL]T
is also used to represent the link capacity. A utility
function vector Ui(ri) that is a function of the flow’s
transmission rate defines each traffic flow i. The cost of
using the restricted power resources in the NoC system
is also represented by a cost functionVj(pj) for each link
j that is dependent on its transmission power p i. The
Network Utility Maximisation (NUM) formulation is
employed for the network.

max
r,p

=
M∑

i=1
Ui(ri) −

M∑

j=1
Vj(pj) (4)

M∑

i∈z(j)
ri ≤ cj ∀ linkj (5)

Gjpj
L∑

k=1,k �=j
Gjk.pk+nj

≥ γj ∀ linkj (6)

where Z(j) denotes the set of traffic flows travelling
through each link j and Y(j) denotes the desired signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for link j. The
entire traffic flow passing from each connection j
should not be greater than the link capacity c j, accord-
ing to its initial restriction. Please take note that for each
link j, let Z represent the collection of traffic flows that
transit that link (j). Although it can be challenging to
determine a wireless link’s actual capacity, it is possi-
ble to estimate it under certain circumstances using the
SINR at each network core.

Phase III: self-organized centralized service
management using SMA’s ODA-DDmodule

As shown in Figure 6, the SMA incorporates an
embedded mm-wave wireless transceiver with an
ODA_DD module for self-organized interlayer com-
munication.Using centralized servicemanagement, the
ODA_DD module in SMA optimises inter-layer data
transmission.

The following signals make up the physical inter-
face between SMAs for intra-layer communication: Rx:
control signal indicating data availability; datain: data
to be received; creditout: control signal referring to the
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Figure 6. SMAmm-Wave wireless transceiver with ODA_DDmodule for intra and inter-layer communication.

input buffer’s space; TX: control signal indicating data
availability for transmission; dataout: data to be sent;
creditin: control signal indicating space availability in
the target buffer; clkwrite and clkread: clock signals. Let’s
say, for instance, that a SMA (SMA_1) must commu-
nicate data to a SMA that is nearby (SMA_2). When
this occurs, the neighbouring SMA2 signal asserts the
creditout signal, telling the slot to receive data into
its buffer. The SMA_1 now asserts a TX signal timed
with the CLKread signal and inserts the data into the
dataout signal. The transmission is finished when the
neighbouring SMA2 receives and stores the data from
the input signal. The ODA_DD module enables the
network to become self-organized and intelligent for
efficient decision-making by self-learning its behavioural
features. It has the capacity to adjust on its own to vari-
ous tasks carried out by the core functional blocks and
choose the optimal traffic, allowing it to adjust in accor-
dance with flow needs. Additionally, it regulates the
data flow by dynamically altering the channel direction
between routers (SMA) in adjacent layers based on the
real-time bandwidth requirements (Figure 7).

Since link utilization is a direct indicator of traf-
fic workload, the proposed model uses the link uti-
lization (SMALink_util) parameter to evaluate the traffic
characteristics of vertical channels. As stated in the

definition of the SMA Link Utilisation (SMALink_util)
parameter,

SMAlink_util =

s∑
t=1

L(t)

S
0 ≤ SMAlink_util ≤ 1 (7)

where S indicates the window size, L(t) = 1 if the traf-
fic passes through the link in the cycle t, otherwise
L(t) = 0.

The SMALink_util parameter measures the past com-
munication traffic (SMALink_util_past). Using this mea-
surement, the SMALink_util of next clock period and the
frequency level required for communication is deter-
mined. The proposed model makes use of a weighted
average smoothing function to ensure the predicted
value is reliable. ie.,

SMALink_util_predict = SMALink_util_past + α

+ (SMALink_util_actual

− SMALink_util_past) (8)

where SMALink_util predict denotes the link that will
be used in the future (predicted link utilization) and
denotes the forecasting weight, SMALink_util actual
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Figure 7. Inter-layer data transmission process between SMAs in adjacent layers.

denotes the link that will be used in the current cycle
in its actual form, and SMALink_util past denotes the
link that will be used in the cycle before this one.
Since the “weight” function is the only factor that influ-
ences prediction accuracy, the weight value is chosen
to minimize prediction error. The frequency level is
either increased, lowered, or maintained at the same
level by the ODA_DD module based on the expected
value (SMALink_util_predict). It adjusts the frequency
level based on long-term traffic profiles to filter out
short-term fluctuations brought on by network traf-
fic. Understanding a channel’s traffic characteristics is
essential for estimating the workload for upcoming
communications. In order to determine the charac-
teristics of the traffic, the ODA_DA module uses the
link utilization (SMALink_util) parameter as a network
load indicator. The predicted SMALink_util parameter,
in other words, aids in forecasting future communi-
cation workload and the operating frequency needed
for data transmission. When there is a lot of traffic,
vertical bi-directional bi-synchronous channels per-
form twice as well as their horizontal equivalents in
terms of clock frequency. It provides functionality.
The ODA_DD module chooses the frequency level
of vertical channels during inter-layer communica-
tion to dynamically re-configure and adapt to traffic
requirements for effective powermanagement. Figure 8
shows the frequency level forecast using the ODA_DD
module.

ODA_DD predicts the frequency level for inter-
layer communication using the derived SMALink_util.
Using a counter at each BBVC, the processing unit of
the ODA_DA module calculates the actual link uti-
lization (SMALink_util_actual) value. In other words, the

number of flits passed from the link is counted at
each interval. The prediction unit receives as input
the SMALink_util values actually generated by the com-
putation unit. In addition to the SMALink_util_actual
value, the prediction unit also receives the past link
utilization (SMALink_util_past) value (the link utiliza-
tion value anticipated from the previous interval) in
order to assess the new predicted link utilization
(SMALink_util_predict) value to be used for the fol-
lowing (S) interval. The Decision Logic Unit (DLU)
receives the output value from the prediction unit
(SMALink_util_predict), which is then stored in the reg-
ister as SMALink_util_past to be used in the subsequent
interval. Simple conditional statements that are equal
to the number of frequency levels activated for each
timing interval make up the DLU’s simple process
(H). Every time interval is made up of numerous
clock cycles. The DLU calculates the frequency level
(FrequencyLevel) to be utilized for inter-layer com-
munication using SMALink_util_predict, SMALink_util_past,
and FrequencyLevel_old. The ODA_DD module sets the
BBVC FIFO mode to either synchronous or asyn-
chronous for effective communication based on the
anticipated FrequencyLevel_value.

Algorithm 1 provides an overview of the procedure
for modifying the vertical channel mode depending
on frequency level and expected link utilization in the
ODA_DD module.

When the frequency level is the same as the intra-
layer frequency level, this algorithm’s inter-layer and
intra-layer communications use the same clock fre-
quencies. The process’s non-iterative nature, which
makes it straightforward and predictable, reduces the
total amount of time needed for execution.
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Figure 8. Frequency level selection process using ODA_DDmodule.

Algorithm 1: Vertical Channel mode adjustment based on the frequency level in ODA_DDmodule
SMALink_util_predict= SMALink_util_past + α + (SMALink_util_actual – SMALink_util_past) //compute link utilization

if (SMALink_util_predict < LUThreshold_1) then
FrequencyLevel = 1;

else if (SMALink_util_predict > LUThreshold_1 && SMALink_util_predict < LUThreshold_2) then
FrequencyLevel = 2;
. . .
. . .

else if (SMALink_util_predict > LUThreshold_n) then
FrequencyLevel = n;

end if
BBVC_Frequencynew = frequency_table (FrequencyLevel);
Frequencylevel_intra = get_frequency_level(intra_layer);

if (FrequencyLevel = = Frequencylevel_intra) then
VCmode = sync;

else
VCmode = bi_sync;

end if
clkTpast= clkTpredict

Results and discussion

In this part, an overview of the experimental setup for
the DLPM 3DWiNoCmodel using MATLAB Simulink
is provided, as shown in Figure 9(a), and the same
figure’s packet generation module is used to evaluate
the performance in detail (b). The multi-chip archi-
tecture gives rise to the formation of a network that
is interconnected and is made up of both wired and
wireless interconnects. The total number of cores in the
system is 256, and there are eight chips in the system.
According to rumours, each chip in the system has a
whopping 64 cores. Each chip in the system is con-
nected to a central wireless router, the SMA, and the
TSVs so that the stacked layers can communicate with
one another. This enables inter-layer communication.
The on-chip zig-zag antennas that are being consid-
ered for use in WIs operate at a frequency of 60GHz,
and they have the potential to provide a bandwidth of
16GHz. The wireless transceivers that use an OFDMA
design achieve a total data rate of one gigabit per second
(Gbps) over all channels.

In order to replicate the suggested architecture, a
cycle-accurate simulator is employed, and while doing

so, the progression of flits via the switches and connec-
tions per cycle is tracked. In the case of the data packets,
a packet size of 64 flits is taken into consideration, and
each flit is responsible for retaining 32 bits. Every sim-
ulation is run for a total of 10,000 clock cycles, which
enables the transients to stabilize within the first 3,000
cycles and takes into consideration any stalled or routed
flits that may have occurred. When a flit needs to be
flickered, each wired link in themesh-basedNoC needs
one cycle of the clock to do it. Certain on-chip wire line
links, on the other hand, require more than one clock
cycle for the transmission of a flit. As a result, these
on-chip wire line links are pipelined by adding FIFO
buffers so that an entire flit can be transferred between
two stages in only one clock cycle. Every one of the dig-
ital components is driven at a speed of 2.5GHz, with
the clock operating at 1 volt. The simulator accurately
models the progression of the flits through each cycle
by means of the switches and connections, taking into
consideration both flits that have become stuck and flits
that have arrived. The performance of mesh-based net-
works and multichip systems with wired and wireless
connectivity is evaluated using the same standard set
of metrics, which include throughput, latency, energy,
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Figure 9. (a) DLPM_3DWiNoC Model connecting multiple layers (b): Packet generation module in DLPM_3DWiNoC Model.

power consumption, and area overheads. The primary
focus of the comparison study is on benchmark struc-
tures such as 2Dmesh, 3Dmesh, stacked 3Dmesh, and
ciliated 3D mesh. The kind of traffic that is taken into
consideration for evaluation is an auto-injection mech-
anism [14] that may be found in on-chip modules in a
variety of networking and MPEG-2 video applications
[17,18]. This method simulates the actual flow of traffic
in the environment.

Throughput

Figure 10 depicts the throughput fluctuation as a func-
tion of injection load. As a result of the observation,
it is highlighted that the suggested DLPM 3DWiNoC
design displays throughput gains over its existing equiv-
alents. While the entire research shows that collision
prevention has some limitations, the system’s success-
ful routing strategies prevent network saturation before
throughput approaches unity by preventing the net-
work from absorbing more traffic than is given.

Bus contention problems limit how much stacked
and ciliated 3D mesh-based architecture can improve
throughput performance. Even though the DLPM
3DWiNoC architecture uses a bus to connect the dif-
ferent layers, the bus can be expanded and the BBVC
service provided by TSVs makes it possible for data
transmissions to change on the fly by allowing access
to both directions of a channel. In addition, the sug-
gested model offers lower hop counts than strict 2D
mesh, 3D mesh, and other existing analogues thanks
to the integration of wired and wireless topologies.
The ciliated 3D-Mesh topology has somewhat superior
throughput characteristics than the stacked 3D-Mesh,
3D-Mesh, and 2D-Mesh topologies. This is due to the
fact that it has just 64 inter-switch links, as opposed
to 144 in 3D mesh and 112 in 2D mesh. Thus, fewer
links typically lead to increased throughput. Also, the
DLPM 3DWiNoC architecture’s decreased functional
IP blocks, improved with a clustering mechanism, are
to blame for achieving high throughput without cre-
ating congestion during data transmission. In its 2D
and 3D mesh cousins, several functioning IP blocks in
every switch lower the throughput due to problemswith

switch contention. It is also obvious that, when com-
pared to the stacked, ciliated 3Dmesh and the proposed
method, the throughput of the 2D mesh and 3D mesh
networks only slightly improves. When compared to
the DLPM 3DWiNoC model, the staked and ciliated
3DMesh network does not, however, show the best per-
formance. The findings show that the suggested DLPM
3DWiNoC system has a throughput that is 15%–20%
higher than its stacked and ciliated 3DMesh counter-
parts, making it more reliable and effective than the
current method.

Latency

Figure 11 demonstrates how the amount of packet
injection load affects latencies for the designs under
discussion.

It is noticed that suggested, stacked, and ciliated 3D
designs have less latency than mesh-based 2D and 3D
designs. This is because the features of 2D and 3D’s hop
counts, as well as the routing method, directly affect
how long it takes for a flit to traverse the network from
source to destination. The development of clusters in
each layer with a smart master agent performing cen-
tralized service management is another reason why the
delay effect in the proposedmodel is reduced compared
to other designs. In addition to reducing the number
of hops between nodes, SMA’s coordination with its
intelligent head agent via wireless link also assists in
prioritizing and transmittingmore preferred data along
the links, preventing packet drops during transmission,
and (iii) Inter-layer communication among layers via
TSVs allows bi-directional data transmission based on a
link’s load based on data priority, assisting in delivering
emergency data on time to destination and preventing
data loss. Whereas the inter-switch wire segments and
the switch blocks in 2D and 3D mesh-based, stacked,
and ciliated 3D mesh systems form a pipelined com-
munication channel that causes a substantial delay in
data transfer. The slowest pipelined stage induced by
the longest wire delays accounts for the majority of the
overall latency (measured in nanoseconds) in these sys-
tems. In other words, the delay of the switch blocks
affects the overall latency. Compared to quick vertical
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Figure 10. Throughput versus packet injection rate.

Figure 11. Latency versus packet injection load.

links, they are the pipeline’s limiting stage. The obser-
vation makes it clear that the suggested architectures
exhibit the largest performance gain because they suc-
cessfully shorten horizontal wire runs and add wireless
connections between clusters for efficient communica-
tion. As a result, when compared to its stacked 3DMesh
and 3D Mesh counterparts, the multi-core, multi-layer
DLPM 3DWiNoC model shows regulated latency that
is between 12% and 15% lower.

Energy dissipation

Figure 12 shows the packet energy versus several
topologies that were taken into account in this inves-
tigation. The cost of data transmission is more accu-
rately represented by packet energy. The following vari-
ables are the main determinants of energy dissipation:
Architecture and packet injection load are both factors.

As part of the analysis, these parameters are regarded as
independent variables.

The inter-switch segments’ and switch blocks’ com-
bined energy losses account for the majority of the
NoC architecture’s energy dissipation. The architecture
design affects the number of hops, the packet injection
load, and the length of the wires between switches, the
number of blocks inside each switch, the energy dissi-
pation factor, and other things. Figure 13 shows how
the suggested structures, as well as the 2D, 3D, stacked,
ciliated, and 2D architectures, get rid of energy.

The hybrid wired and wireless communication
mediums are merged with clustered structures in each
tier of the proposed DLPM 3DWiNoC multi-layered
architecture. The execution of the design with an IHA
in each cluster and the central service management
SMA in each tier assures that there is minimum energy
loss during packet traversal even when data connection
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Figure 12. Packet energy versus topology.

Figure 13. Cycle Energy versus packet injection rate.

is triggered among the cores in different layers. The
truth is that each core only talks to its WR, which then
starts a conversation with its IHA, which in turn cre-
ates a wireless connection to the SMA. A source core
only needs to make an average of 2–3 hops to convey a
data packet to a destination core in the same layer, com-
pared to the significantly higher hop counts required
by 2D mesh and 3D mesh. In addition to hop count,
the injection load is also crucial to the network’s overall
energy dissipation. As seen in Figure 12, the proposed
DLPM 3DWiNoC technique uses less packet energy
than 2D and 3D mesh networks. The existing 2D and
3D mesh approaches actually use more energy during
high traffic scenarios because they broadcast more flits
at saturation. In contrast, SMA’s functionality in the
proposed system ensures that transmission flits along
links based on its current utility factor. Moreover, flit
transmission succeeds even in scenarios with high traf-
fic loads thanks to decision-directed transmission in
vertical channels along the line. In addition, we dis-
cover that although 3D CITED mesh has fewer hops

than 3D mesh, on average it loses more packet energy.
When the vertical communication in a 3D ciliatedmesh
occurs through buses, the capacitive loading on those
buses causes a large amount of energy to be lost. Yet,
because these 3D designs have the potential for signifi-
cant energy savings, they have seriously motivated SoC
designers to take 3D IC into consideration for future
design.

Power dissipation

The overall power consumption of NoC is made up
of the power lost through communication lines and
routers. The buffers make up around 60% of the
leakage power of the NoC among the router parts.
The architectural design must take buffers into con-
sideration while attempting to significantly minimize
power consumption and maximize network power
utilization.

Figure 14 shows the power dissipation of the pro-
posed and existing schemes.
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Figure 14. Power dissipation versus packet injection rate.

By using a clustering method, the suggested DLPM
3DWiNoC model minimises the number of wired and
wireless routers, thereby reducing power consumption
in each tier. Additionally, the SMA with TSVs makes
it possible for central service management by deter-
mining which connection is best to use when trans-
mitting data. In order to successfully transmit flickers
across layers, the available vertical channels are chosen
in advance. This usually results in successful transmis-
sion to the intended location, preventing packet drops,
and thereby boosting to some extent the chip’s over-
all performance. The sum of short-circuit, switching,
and static power yields the on-chip network’s power
consumption, which is as follows:

Pconsumed = Pshort_circuit + Pswitching + Pstatic_power

= αCLV2
ddf + IscVdd + IleakageVdd (9)

where the short circuit (Pshort_circuit) and switching are
parts of “dynamic power consumption” (Pswitching). The
short circuit current (Isc), which develops when the
pull-up and pull-down networks in a CMOS circuit are
both active at the same time, determines the short cir-
cuit power. Whereas the switching power is influenced
by the operating voltage (Vdd), transition activity factor
(TAF), clock frequency (f ), and load capacitance (CL).
Although the static power that dissipates as a result of
leakage current (Ileakage) is made up of elements like
sub-threshold leakage and gate-induced drain leakage
(GIDL), Power dissipation in the nanoscale domain is
primarily caused by reduced transistor operating volt-
ages and smaller features.

The suggested multi-layer, multi-core DLPM
3DWiNoC paradigm groups the cores in each layer
into clusters so they can talk to a common router. The

routers, data paths, and buffer architectural compo-
nents in the suggested model are smaller than those
in the current NoC architectural design. Comparatively
less total buffer space is taken up overall by amulti-NoC
design than by a single NoC. According to the con-
gestion state, the suggested model uses the ODA_DD
module to select the suitable IHA and SMA, which then
starts the required data transmission along the chosen
path. The other equivalent models, such as 2D and 3D
mesh, on the other hand, perform data transfer via the
open way more frequently when there is a high volume
of traffic. The packets wait for the router to be avail-
able for processing while they are traversing. This has a
large negative impact on performance and a negligible
impact on chip power. As a result of increased net-
work latency, there is a power dissipation overhead (the
power dissipated due to delay or a drop in flits during
transmission). This has a significant impact on the on-
chip network’s performance, which is essential to the
chip’s overall performance. According to the discovery
in Figure 14, this element causes considerable power
dissipation in presentmethodologies, even at the begin-
ning of the network cycle. It makes intuitive sense that
power will rise as more packets move through the net-
work. In order to achieve a suitable trade-off between
performance and power consumption throughout the
model’s design, the efficiency loss caused by power
dissipation must be highly compensated to the extent
possible. At saturation, it can be shown that all topolo-
gies, including 2D mesh, 3D mesh, stacked mesh, and
3D mesh networks, dissipate roughly the same amount
of power as the suggested mechanism. It is clear from
the observation that the proposed scheme’s power dis-
sipation is 15%–20% lower than that of the ciliated and
stacked 3DMesh architecture.
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Figure 15. Area overheads of wired and wireless architectures.

Table 5. Comparison of different architectures.

Intra-chip communication Inter-chip communication

Architecture
Mesh

based NoC
Small-world

NoC
Involves

wireless links
Serial I/O
module

Wireless
inter-chip links

Mesh+ I/O � × × � ×
Small World+ I/O × � × � ×
Mesh+ CDMA � × � × �
Small-World+ CDMA × � � × �
Mesh+OFDMA � × � � ×

Area overheads

The switch area and wire overhead together make up
the area overhead for a NoC. Specifically, the switch
area is made up of the total number of switches, the
number of ports, and the size of each switch. As mesh-
based NoCs have more ports, the area per switch typ-
ically grows. While the ciliated design contains fewer
switches, reducing the overall switch area, the overall
area per switch is increased. When compared to their
2D counterparts, 3D NoCs have more wire overhead
due to the horizontal and vertical wirings for intra-
and inter-layer communication. Due to the deployment
of wireless routers along each layer and a centralized
vertical wire deployment through TSVs, the proposed
DLPM 3DWiNoC architecture reduces the number of
switches and wire length. Lic = Nip, where Lic is the
chip length on one side and N ip is the number of IPs
or cores in one dimension of the IC, denotes the hori-
zontal wire length. Whereas the horizontal wire length
in 2D mesh architectures evaluates to 20mm (8 or
2.5mm), it evaluates to 10mm (4 in 3D mesh struc-
tures). This shows that inter-layer wires are responsible
for the reduction in wire overhead in 3D mesh sys-
tems. The wire area overhead is further decreased in
the proposed system, as shown in Figure 15. TheDLPM

3DWiNoC architecture mixes wired and wireless com-
municationmediums, prohibiting extended wired con-
nectivity in each layer, which accounts for this. Also, we
note that even if the amount of wiring area is decreased
in the 3D mesh and stacked mesh NoCs due to an
increase in switch overhead, the overall area overhead
is considerable, as shown in Figure 15.

The suggested mechanism’s overhead is minimal
and ideal because it uses wireless technology, fewer
routers, and a single centrally located vertical wiring
medium for inter-layer communication, making it eas-
ier to use and more affordable than its competitors.

Architectural comparison: The comparison of five
different interconnect architectures are summarized in
Table 5 for convenience.

Where,

(i) Mesh+ I/O: In this architecture, communication
between chips happens through a mesh-based
NoC, while communication between chips hap-
pens through serial I/O. Each chip’s I/O is con-
nected to a single corner switch. This architecture
only uses wired connections.

(ii) Small-World+ I/O: In this case, interchip com-
munication takes place via a single corner I/O
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module in each chip, while intrachip communica-
tion uses a small-world-based NoC architecture.
Its architecture is entirely wired as well.

(iii) Mesh+ CDMA: In this architecture, interchip
communication exclusively uses the wireless links
that connect WIs in different chips, while intra-
chip communication uses both wireless links and
traditional wireline mesh lines.

(iv) Small-World+ CDMA: In this case, both wired
and wireless linkages are used for intrachip com-
munication, whereas only wireless chip-to-chip
links are used for interchip communication.

(v) Mesh+ OFDMA: The suggested architecture
makes use of TSVs for inter-layer communication
between stacked layers andmesh-based NoCwith
a wireless router for intra-layer communication.

Conclusion

Despite all of the benefits of 3D NoC, this design
paradigm emphasizes a number of difficulties that the
NoC research community faces, such as power man-
agement and inter-layer modelling issues. The DLPM
3DWiNoC model that is suggested in this work offers
a way to optimize power control by utilizing the
self-organized, centrally managed service management
strategy of the smart master agent, as well as dynami-
cally estimate and efficiently utilize the link during data
transmission. Data flow over vertical inter-connects
via TSVs is frequently reconfigured by SMA’s Opti-
mised Data Communication for Decision Directed
Inter-Layer Communication (ODA_DD) module. The
simulation findings show that the suggested design
demonstrates dramatically feasible performance. Yet,
the 3D NoC looks to be a logical progression from the
2D NoC given the development of an efficient 3D inte-
grated circuit fabrication method. The 3D multi-layer
NoC architecture does, however, impose a number of
unique design and fabrication problems, necessitating
more research in this area as future directions.
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